
Let’s Make Stuff with d’Arci Bruno Class #5 
Seeing Clearly in the Abstract World  

 
Abstract art does not attempt to represent an accurate depiction of a visual reality but instead uses 

shapes, colors, forms and lines to achieve its effect.  This type of art focuses on the mediums and materials 
used (paint/paper/objects/fabric, mixed media, etc) and relies heavily on the elements of art: line, color, shape, 
form, value, space, texture & composition.   

Abstract art exploration is a great way to CONNECT with our emotions, PLAY with different materials and 
showcase their unique properties, while challenging  the mind to free itself from the confines of object 
representation.  In this class we will learn how to see things differently and visually deconstruct the world 
around us into line, shape, color and form... Let’s do this! 
 

 

 
Images of Abstract Art examples from the internet 
 

For this class you will need: 
 

1. Surface: Mat board, canvas board, panel, paper, cardboard, cardstock or other surface material of your choice to 
build your composition on. Size does not matter! 

2. A piece of paper or cardstock,  exacto knife, ruler,  tracing paper and tape to make an “Abstract Art Generator”. 
3. Magazines/Books/Pictures: Image source materials to use with your Abstract Art Generator  
4. Colored/textured/patterned paper scraps that we will cut into shapes and play with for color/texture inspiration 
5. Pencil, erasure or charcoal for sketching the outline composition made with your Abstract Art Generator.  
6. Materials: Select the medium(s)of your choice: Paints, paper, collage materials, fabric, crayons, markers, paint 

pens, colored pencils, Mod Podge etc...or a mix of it all! 
7. Tools: Brushes, glue, water cup, rag, tape, scissors, and other tools necessary to work with your chosen media. 
8. Mark Making Alternatives: Toilet paper rolls, plastic fork, jar lids/cookie cutter shapes of various sizes, sponges, 

q-tips, toothbrush, pallet knives, bubble wrap, crumpled paper, old plastic gift card, templates, small square boxes, 
old hair combs, etc… (you can collect some of  these as you go) 

9. Protection: Newspaper/cardboard  to put on the table or floor (In case you want to try paint drips, sprays, flicks or 
splats) 

10. Blow-dryer: for quick drying anything splatty 
11. Pallet, plate or tray for mixing paints 
12. Paint mediums (Optional): Gesso, modeling paste, glazes, floetrol (makes latex paints more fluid, etc.  



 

 
 
  “Take Five ”  d’Arci Bruno  2014   Acrylic on Canvas Board 11” x 14”  
 
Feel free to write to me for tips or questions….  I love it when you share your work! drivebypie@gmail.com  
 

mailto:drivebypie@gmail.com

